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Altom Design Studio is looking for every season new 
decorating ideas and creates collections, that will fill Your 
home. Pillows will find a comfortable place on the sofa, 
tablecloths and napkins will delight on the table in the 
living room and dining room… Porcelain will please with 
colors, will seduce with charm of a decor, having become 
a part of a house decor, will create the atmosphere in 
which you live. All this will complement the elegant glass 
and exquisite cutlery.

Our designers follow global trends and define their own 
original style that you will like. The Altom Design brand 
offers ready-made design solutions and, at the same 
time, allows you to choose from a variety of styles so 
that everyone can choose trends according to personal 
preferences. Get the style that best suits you!

Welcome to the world of inspiration,

Paulina Żurowska−Wrzesińska
Vice President of Altom



Decorative relief with delicate floral motif.

Collection Laura
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Modern shape, inspired by honeycombs.

Collection Honey
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Mix and match graphic patterns, coloring your day.

CollectionToday



A style in which the sweetness of elegance reigns.

Collection Prince & Princess
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Designed for those who love fashion.

Collection Fashion



Bold, stylish and with character...

Collection Madame Chic
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Porcelain MariaPaula Nova thanks to its beautiful 
line, the warm shade of ecru porcelain is perfectly 
combined with different styles of table decoration,  
playing a pioneering role on it. Minimalist simple form is 
suitable for a family breakfast and a luxurious banquet. 
You will also appreciate it while enjoying a cup of  
morning coffee.

Maria Paula porcelain opens its charm surrounded by 
fresh flowers and original plant compositions, in the glow 
of candles, in the sun, accompanied by cotton napkins or 
patterned tablecloths. 

Good taste never goes out of fashion.

MariaPaula Nova



Collection 
MariaPaula Nova Golden Line

Hand painted with gold to enhance family moments.



STYLE 
WEIGHT 
IN GOLD

Decoration in gold color is a necessary 
element in any fashionable interior. 
Inspired by the Art Deco style, we fill the 
house with gold accessories, we are not 
afraid of bold modern combination and 
shapes. Gold accent on porcelain and 
glass, applications on pillows, shimmering 
glamorous gold plated cutlery, candle 
holders or figures on a dark garnet 
and marine shades, look intriguing and 
modern.



Geometric decoration inspired by Art Deco style.

Collection Bella Golden Rhombs



Beautifully crafted, timeless and beautiful.

Collection Bella Golden Garland



A chic classic that is always in fashion.

Collection Madame Gold



We all love Christmas, but we experience them in our 
own way. Whether you prefer traditional meetings full 
of excitement at the table, whether you choose casual 
parties with friends, we will help you create a festive 
atmosphere that you like. Choose the style that suits you 
and fill your home with a unique atmosphere.

You like star classics in red tones - with a collection of 
JOY even an apartment in the city center change in  
a Scandinavian house of Santa Claus. Clean the house 
with softness with the realm of DWARFS because it is 
for this joy that we love the Holidays. THe NORTHeRN 
MAGIC collection was created with the idea of those 
who want to celebrate in a fashionable interior and are 
not afraid of bold decisions, stylistic, because they love 
novelties. If you create a festive home décor and want to 
mark your character and escape from the cliché, choose 
at will among the design forms and modern additions  
of the original collection NORDIC WINTeR. 

Inspire by brand Altom Design and create for the Holidays 
your favorite climate.

STYliSH HoliDaYS



Collection Nordic Winter
Designer Christmas in Scandinavian style.



Collection Nordic Winter
Simple, expressive graphics with gold accents.



Collection Northern Magic
Inspiring fashion in boutique style.



Collection Joy
The beauty of tradition expressed close to nature.



Collection Joy
Cozy and warm rural climate.



Collection Dwarfs
Fabulous Christmas in winter country.



Collection Dwarfs
We go back to the most beautiful memories of childhood.



Selected photos of collections Honey,  
Today and MariaPaula Nova are made  
by Beata Kwiatkowska and Asia Real,  
authors of blog makehomeeasier.pl.

More inspiration and photos on Instagram
@altomdesignstudio

Learn more about the products at:
www.mariapaula.pl
www.altom.pl



ALTOm sp. z o.o. sp. k. 
ul. Roosevelta 116 a 
62-200 Gniezno, Poland 
+48 61 4261933 
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